
Sew a baby hat
Instructions No. 2005
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 1 hour

Our hat is not cute only , but is also simply sewn and does not need much fabric. The hat is made of jersey and is perfect for
summer days when it is a little bit fresher or you go to the sea. Since the baby hat is sewn quickly, you can sew the right hat
for every outfit. The cap is suitable for a head circumference of about 40-43 cm. Also a great gift for expectant mums and
dads or just for in between ;o)

This is how the hat is sewn:
Print out the template and cut it out. A seam allowance of 0.5 cm is already
included. Now transfer the template in the fabric break to the fabric and cut
it to size 

Now fold the fabric right sides together in the fabric break and pin everything
in place. Close the outer edges with a straight stitch and then trim the seam
with a zigzag or overlock stitch. Of course, if you sew with an overlock
machine, there is no need to clean up the edges. Unfold the hat and place the
seams that have just been closed on top of each other. Tighten everything
again and close the upper curves with a continuous seam. Clean them up
again 

Turn your hat around 

Bind the lower edge of the cap with a zigzag stitch. Now you can turn the cap
twice.

Article number Article name Qty
10408 Sweat fabric "King Cat" 1
10404 Sweat fabric "Little Dinos" 1
393904-70 Gütermann sewing thread Miniking, No. 120, 1000 m701 Grey 1
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